
 

Boosting levels of good fats with an
experimental drug that acts on two newly
characterized genes
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From left: Justin Wang, Alan Saghatelian and Meric Erikci Ertunc. Credit: Salk
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Salk and Scripps Research Institute scientists, along with collaborators at
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the pharmaceutical company Lundbeck, identified two genes that can
regulate levels of healthy fats, called FAHFAs, in mice. The team found
that the loss of the two genes led to higher-than-normal levels of the
beneficial FAHFAs, while blocking the genes' activity with an
experimental drug also increased FAHFA levels.

Because FAHFAs decrease inflammation and increase insulin sensitivity,
a better understanding of the activity of their regulatory genes may
eventually lead to therapies for people with diabetes and inflammation.

"This study is a really great starting point to answer important questions
about FAHFAs," says Alan Saghatelian, a professor in Salk's Clayton
Foundation Laboratories for Peptide Biology and corresponding author
of the new paper, which appeared in the Journal of Biological Chemistry
on May 1, 2020. "Targeting them in this way might have important
implications for treating metabolic and inflammatory diseases."

In 2014, Saghatelian and collaborators discovered FAHFAs (short for
fatty acid esters of hydroxy fatty acids) when studying a strain of obese
mice that were unexpectedly resistant to diabetes. The mice, they found,
had sixteen times more FAHFAs than usual. The researchers went on to
show that people with pre-diabetes have lower-than-average levels of
FAHFAs in their fat and blood. Together, the results suggested that
higher levels of FAHFAs may be beneficial to health. Further studies
also found a connection between FAHFAs and reduced inflammation in
the body.

While many types of fat are ingested through food, FAHFAs are
naturally produced by the body, so altering their levels is more difficult.
But in 2016, Saghatelian's group, with Benjamin Cravatt of The Scripps
Research Institute, reported that two proteins, AIG1 and ADTRP,
seemed to alter levels of FAHFAs in isolated cells.
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In the new work, Saghatelian and Cravatt's labs, along with the Saez lab
at Scripps and industrial partners at Lundbeck, collaborated to further
study how AIG1 and ADTRP regulate FAHFAs in living animals. The
researchers found that when mice lacked both AIG1 and ADTRP, levels
of FAHFAs in their fat tissues were up to nine times higher than levels
seen in normal mice. Experiments confirmed that FAHFAs were
increasing because AIG1 and ADTRP weren't there to break down the
beneficial fats, as they usually would. No other types of fat were
affected, however.

"What this tells us is that these proteins are very, very specific for this
biochemical activity," says Salk postdoctoral fellow Meriç Erikci Ertunc,
the first author of the new paper.

The researchers then worked with Lundbeck researchers to test a library
of compounds for molecules that could block the activity of both AIG1
and ADTRP. They found one, called ABD-110207, and tested its effect
on mice.

"Until this point, we'd only ever studied the therapeutic potential of
FAHFAs by feeding FAHFAs to mice," says Erikci Ertunc. "That's not a
very natural situation, but we didn't have any other way to alter levels
until we generated mice lacking FAHFA degrading enzymes and found
ABD-110207."

The drug-like small molecule successfully increased FAHFA levels,
mimicking the results seen in the mice lacking both proteins. In mice
lacking the proteins, metabolic benefits were not observed compared to
what has been seen in mice that directly consumed FAHFAs. This isn't
surprising, the researchers say, given that fats ingested are processed
differently than those made naturally by the body.

The team next hopes to study more about the role of FAHFAs in the
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body and how their levels are normally regulated.

"This could have implications in studying and treating not only diabetes
and inflammation but things like cardiovascular disease or even
neurodegenerative diseases in which FAHFAs may play a role," says
Saghatelian, who holds the Dr. Frederik Paulsen Chair.

  More information: Meric Erikci Ertunc et al, AIG1 and ADTRP are
endogenous hydrolases of fatty acid esters of hydroxy fatty acids
(FAHFAs) in mice, Journal of Biological Chemistry (2020). DOI:
10.1074/jbc.RA119.012145
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